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Abstract: This paper studies the e¤ect of the introduction of income in-
equalities in a model of geopolitical organization. We assume the existence of two
groups of agents with di¤erent incomes. We focus on the policy e¤ects of changes
in income di¤erential between the groups and changes in the fraction of the popu-
lation belonging to the two groups. In the optimal solution, if size is endogenous
and public good provision exogenous size increases as income inequality increases;
if both size and public good provision are endogenously determined size is neutral
to changes in income inequalities and public good provision decreases as inequality
increases. There are cases where a stable solution does not exist and the possibility
of non existence increases together with inequality, if both size and public good
provision are endogenously determined.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The context

This paper studies the determinants of the size of nations, an issue that
have been already explored under many perspectives: the �rst works are
Friedman [17], who studied how countries were shaped by rulers in order
to maximize their joint (potential) tax revenues, and Buchanan and Faith
[13], who developed a theory about the internal exit and the links of such
phenomenon with the level of public spending. They can be considered pio-
neers of this discipline, whose di¤usion increased together with the number
of countries in the nineties, when country borders have been redrawn to an
extent that is absolutely exceptional for a peacetime period.

The model by Alesina and Spolaore [3] introduced a trade-o¤ between
scale economies and heterogeneity, which endogenously determines the size
of nations, in a world with uniformly distributed population and coincidence
in geographical and preference dimensions. Their analysis was in search for
both optimum2 and stability3: stable size is smaller than the optimal one.
Furthermore, they assumed that public good is exogenous and independent
from size. This assumption has been modi�ed by Etro [16]; in his model
public good, size and tax revenue are endogenous and there is a structural
relationship between them, through a budget constraint; furthermore, Etro
introduced a parameter representing the elasticity of marginal utility from
public good: the analysis shows how the comparison between the optimal
solution and the stable one depends upon this parameter, similar to a degree
of substitutability between public and private consumption.

The e¤ects of globalization have been studied by Alesina and Spolaore
[3][7], Alesina, Angeloni and Etro [10], Etro [16], and others; the e¤ects of
democratization again by Alesina and Spolaore [3][7] Staal [25] and others;
Alesina, Spolaore and Wacziarg [6] have listed bene�ts and costs of size while
Spolaore [24] enumerated the determinants of the size of nations. None of
them have studied the e¤ects of variations in income distribution.

In this paper we want to analyze the policy e¤ects of the introduction
of income inequalities in the model of Alesina and Spolaore modi�ed à la
Etro; in particular, we focus on how income inequality a¤ects size and public
good provision (if endogenous). These e¤ects have been already explored
in a similar context by Bolton and Roland [12], while Haimanko, Le Breton

2The optimal solution is the �rst best solution.
3A stable solution is an equilibrium where two conditions hold: (i) status quo is pre-

ferred to anarchy and (ii) agent�s utility is decreasing in size.
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and Weber [18] studied the case where population is not uniformly distrib-
uted. Bolton and Roland have analyzed how income di¤erences between
regions can in�uence the break-up or uni�cation of countries; they were not
interested in the determination of the size of nations; their model empha-
sized political con�icts over redistribution policies in jurisdictions where the
decision to separate or to unify is taken by majority voting. A trade-o¤
between e¢ ciency gains of uni�cation and costs in terms of loss of control
on political decisions was highlighted. On the other hand, Haimanko, Le
Breton and Weber focused on the di¤erences between e¢ ciency (optimum
in our model) and stability (no groups prone to secession) in a model where
population is not uniformly distributed, while incomes are not considered;
as Bolton and Roland, they focused on threats of secession within a coun-
try. They underlined how e¢ ciency implies stability only if the di¤erences
in citizens�preferences, due to the geographical distribution of population,
are su¢ ciently small; on the other hand, if the di¤erences are great, e¢ cient
countries are not stable, in particular redistribution schemes are needed to
prevent secessions.

In our paper population is continuously and uniformly distributed, aver-
age income is the same everywhere and the analysis focus on optimum and
stability, as in the model by Alesina and Spolaore [3].

We deal with income inequalities, but how to measure them? We created
an index looking at the increase in tax distortion due to the introduction
of income di¤erences. This index is similar to Gini Index. Following the
de�nition of Lorenz curves, we can measure income inequality (average tax
distortion) as the di¤erence between two areas: (i) the area of a distribution
where income is the same for everyone, and (ii) the area of the case we are
studying. The more there is di¤erence between (i) and (ii), the more there
is income inequality (average tax distortion). For a graphical explanation,
see Figure 1.

The results of our search for optimum (social planner solution) depend
upon the assumptions on the variables size and public good provision. If only
size is endogenous, it increases as income di¤erential between rich and poor
increases and has ambiguous e¤ects following variations in the percentage of
poor. If both size and public good provision are endogenous, size is neutral
to variations in income inequalities, while public good provision depends
upon it with a behavior similar to the one found by Lindert [19] in his
empirical analysis.

In the search for stability (stable solution), we focus on the case where
both size and public good provision are endogenously determined. We �nd
that there is the possibility of non existence of a stable solution, and this pos-
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sibility increases together with income inequality (average tax distortion).
Furthermore, every stable size is smaller than the optimal one and depends
upon income inequalities.

1.2 A methodological note

After this introduction, a methodological note is in order. We are inter-
ested in variations in the parameters of the distribution of incomes that are
independent of variations in the other parameters.

Consider the case of mean-preserving spreads given a two-spike distri-
bution: if, for example, the percentage of poor agents increases, income
di¤erential between rich and poor agents changes as a consequence, in order
to maintain the same average income. Following the previous example, we
consider the case of an increase in the percentage of poor that does not auto-
matically a¤ect income di¤erential; as a consequence, we consider variations
in the parameters of income distribution that are not mean preserving (as
average income is a variable rather than a constant in real world).

Obviously, in order to focus on the e¤ects of income inequality on the
allocation of resources, our results should be explicitly made independent of
average income to be able to distinguish between income e¤ects and distribu-
tion e¤ects. In the Appendix we discuss the "mean-preserving case"; policy
implications are di¤erent with respect to non mean-preserving spreads in
the sense that the e¤ect of an increase in the percentage of poor is no more
ambiguous.

1.3 Summary of the paper

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model and dis-
cusses the assumptions; Section 3 derives the Social Planner Solution; Sec-
tion 4 derives the Stable Solution and Section 5 brie�y concludes. At the
end of the paper, an Appendix contains the optimal solution in case of
mean-preserving spreads, as pointed out before.

2 The model

2.1 General assumptions

World population has mass equal to 1; it is continuously and uniformly dis-
tributed on the segment [0; 1]. Agents�preferences on public good provision
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are single peaked; each country has a capital city in the middle of its uni-
dimensional space4; public good is provided in the capital; the utility that
agents derive from it decreases with the distance from the capital.

World population is divided in two groups, call them �poor�and �rich�;
within each group, income is the same for everyone; in particular:

yR > �y > yP > 0

where: yR = rich�s income, �y = average income, yP = poor�s income.
For simplicity, from now on we will assume yP = y and yR = ky with

k > 1 as indicator of income di¤erential between rich and poor agents.
The parameter � represent the percentage of poor (1�� is the percentage

of rich): we will assume that � 2 (0:5; 1) in order to guarantee the skewness
to the right of income distribution within population; as a consequence:

�y > ym = y

where: ym = median income.
As population is continuously and uniformly distributed, in every point

of the segment [0; 1] there is a fraction � of poor and a fraction 1 � � of
rich agents.

2.2 Utility of agent i

Following Etro [16], utility of agent i in country j has the following functional
form:

Uij = (�� alij)H(gj) + u(ci)

where:
H(:) is utility from public spending g.
u(:) is utility from private consumption c.
(�� alij) concerns heterogeneity of preferences between agents depend-

ing on the distance lij from the capital, where a re�ects the costs of hetero-
geneity and � > 0 the maximum utility from public good (we assume a � 4�
to have at least two countries in the optimal solution).

To obtain closed form solutions, speci�c assumptions are needed.
First of all, linear utility from consumption: ci = yi � ti.

4The location of the capital is decided by majority rule and the median voter theorem
holds.
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Then, isoelastic utility from public spending: H(gj) = g1��j = (1� �),
where � 2 [0; 1] represent the elasticity of marginal utility of public ex-
penditure (the lower it is, the more public and private consumption are
substitutable).

Furthermore, we assume diminishing marginal returns in the production
process of public good, with a distortion of taxes increasing and convex in the
taxation level. In this simpli�ed context, marginal returns in the provision
of public goods and tax distortions are summarized through a quadratic
convex cost function of taxation; as a consequence, ti becomes t2i =2.

Following these assumptions, utility of agent i (in country j) is:

Uij =
g1��j

1� � (�� alij) + yij �
t2ij
2

(1)

where y and t are di¤erent for agents belonging to di¤erent groups: in
particular, utility of agent i (in country j), if i is poor, is:

UijP =
g1��j

1� � (�� alij) + yj �
t2jP
2

if i 2 P � [0; 1]
while utility of agent i (in country j), if i is rich, is:

UijR =
g1��

1� � (�� alij) + kyj �
t2jR
2

if i 2 R � [0; 1]

2.3 Taxation scheme and budget constraint

Each agent pays taxes and enjoys bene�ts from public good in the country
where he lives; taxes are assumed to be proportional with respect to income.
The case with a progressive taxation scheme is not considered in our model
as a progressive scheme cannot be Pareto-superior to a proportional one in
terms of social welfare5.

5Distortion from taxation would be minimized with "lump-sum style" taxes, but we
prefer not to consider the case of an anti-progressive taxation scheme; on the other hand,
we calculated that a progressive scheme cannot be Pareto-superior to a proportional one
as tax distorsion increases together with progressivity. Following these considerations, we
decided to use a proprtional taxation scheme in the model.
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� = tax rate � 2 (0; 1)

ti = �yi

The de�nition of our budget constraint derives from the assumption
of continuous and uniform distribution of the population: public spending
(public good provision) is equal to tax revenue multiplied by size of nation,
where sj , in case of uniform distribution, represent not only size of nation
but also its population.

The budget constraint for country j (with proportional taxation) is:

gj = sj� [�y + (1� �) ky] (2)

3 Social planner solution

3.1 The optimal solution

Given our assumptions of unidimensional world, single-peaked preferences
on public good provision and continuously and uniformly distributed popu-
lation, median agent is the one at a distance lm = s=4 from the government
and median voter theorem holds. We assume the existence of an utilitarian
social planner whose target is the maximization of world�s welfare. The so-
cial planner will have to maximize the utility of the median agent to get the
"utilitarian" optimal solution.

First of all, let us consider world�s Social Welfare Function:

W (g; s; t) =
NX
j=1

Z
sj

Uijdi

Following our method to introduce income inequalities, we can derive
the Social Welfare Function of the median agent as the sum of the utilities
of a poor and a rich agent weighed for percentage of population belonging
to the two groups and income di¤erential between them6:

6We assume that the Social Planner gives the same weight to poor and rich in order
to determine the Social Welfare Function to get the �rst best solution. We studied our
model also in case of di¤erent weights given to di¤erent income levels; we will compare
such results with our benchmark case in note 9 on Proposition 3.
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W (g; s; t) = �

�
g1��

1� �

�
�� as

4

�
+ y � t2P

2

�
+

+(1� �)
�
g1��

1� �

�
�� as

4

�
+ ky � t2R

2

�
(3)

under the budget constraint g = st
From (2) and (3) we can derive the function that the social planner has

to maximize to get the �rst best (optimal) solution.
If we multiply the components of (3) for percentage of poor and percent-

age of rich, we obtain:

W =
g1��

1� �

�
�� as

4

�
+ [�y + (1� �) ky]�

�
�
t2P
2
+ (1� �) t

2
R

2

�
First of all, note that the second component is exactly average income,

given percentage or poor and income di¤erential between rich and poor.
Now, consider the last component; it represent the tax revenue that

government can use for public spending under the budget constraint; we
can transform it through algebraic manipulations.

First, substitute �y to the amount of taxes paid by poor and �ky to the
amount of taxes paid by rich (as taxes are assumed to be proportional with
respect to income, then tax rate is the same for everyone) and obtain:

�1
2
�2
h
�y2 + (1� �) (ky)2

i
Note that tax rate is equal to average tax revenue divided by average

income:

�1
2
t2
�y2 + (1� �) (ky)2

�y2

Furthermore, given the budget constraint where public good provision is
equal to size multiplied by tax revenue, we can easily derive:

�1
2

�g
s

�2 �+ (1� �) k2

[�+ (1� �) k]2
= �1

2

�g
s

�2
 

To get the �rst best solution, where the world�s welfare would be maxi-
mized, the social planner has to solve:
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max
g�0; s2[0;1]

W (g; s) =
g1��

1� �

�
�� as

4

�
+ �y � 1

2

�
g

s

�2
 (�; k) (4)

where:

 (�; k) :=
�+ (1� �) k2

[�+ (1� �) k]2
> 1 (5)

is our index of income inequality.
The index derives from the component of the Welfare Function concern-

ing the disutility from taxation; it shows us the variation in the average tax
distortion in our model that follows the introduction of income inequalities.

Consider the numerator of (5): it approximates the average tax distor-
tion we have in our model given percentage of poor and income di¤erential
between rich and poor.

Consider now the denominator of (5): it approximates the tax distortion
we would have in case of uniform income within population, if the income of
every agent would equal the average income; in such a case everyone would
pay the same amount of taxes, then distortion would be minimized.

We can reasonably consider  as an index of income inequality; its be-
havior with respect to percentage of poor and income di¤erential is similar
to the one of Gini Index if we consider variations in the parameters of the
income distribution.

Let us di¤erentiate our index of income inequality with respect to the
variables it depends upon.

Derivative of  with respect to income di¤erential:

@ 

@k
=
2� (1� �) (k � 1)
[�+ (1� �) k]3

> 0

Derivative of  with respect to percentage of poor:

@ 

@�
=
(1� �)k3 + (�� 2)k2 + (�+ 1)k � �

[�+ (1� �) k]3
R 0

The sign of this last derivative depends upon the values of � and k, as
shown in Figure 2.

As income di¤erence between rich and poor increases, income inequality
increases whatever the percentage of poor is.

Di¤erent is the case of an increase in the percentage of poor: income
inequality increases for values of � �next to 0:5�and decreases as � tends to
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1�; in such a case there is less income inequality with respect to a situation
where population is divided in two groups whose number is similar7.

A

B

Percentage of Population

Percentage of
Total Income

Income Inequality
is given by:
A / (A+B)

If income differential
increases

If percentage of poor
increases

Figure 1: Income Inequality and Lorenz Curves

We will derive now the optimal size of nations and the optimal public
good provision through the First Order Conditions of (4).

7Consider Figure 1. If k changes, the new Lorenz curve does not intersecate the old
one, then Gini Index increases (Rank Dominance). If � changes, the new Lorenz curve
intersecates the old one, then Gini Index can either increase or decrease depending on �
and k (Generalized Lorenz Dominance).
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Income
differential

Derivative of Inequality Index
with respect to Percentage of Poor

As the
Percentage of Poor

Increases

As the
Percentage of Poor

Increases

Percentage of Poor
Equal to 0.5

1

Figure 2: Inequality Index if Percentage of Poor Changes

PROPOSITION 1
If public good provision is exogenous (and size is endogenous),

optimal size of nations depends upon income inequality.
Formally:

sAS� = g
1+�
3

�
4 (1� �)

a

� 1
3

 (�; k)
1
3 (6)

If inequality increases, then average distortion from taxation increases.
If tax rate lowers, the more there is inequality, the more tax distortion lowers
as a consequence. Given the budget constraint, and given exogenous public
good provision, the social planner increases size to lower tax rate.

Proof. If we derive the Social Welfare Function of the median agent
with respect to size, we obtain optimal size of nation as a function of the
amount of public good, where size is the only endogenous variable as in
Alesina and Spolaore [3]:

@W

@s
= �g1�� a

4 (1� �) +
g2

s3
 = 0
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and we obtain:

s = g
1+�
3

�
4 (1� �)

a

� 1
3

 (�; k)
1
3

COROLLARY 1.1
If public good provision is exogenous (and size is endogenous), optimal

size of nations increases as income di¤erential between rich and poor in-
creases.

Formally:

@s(�; k)

@k
> 0

Proof. s in (6) increases together with  (�; k);
if @ =@k > 0, then @s=@k > 0

COROLLARY 1.2
If public good provision is exogenous (and size is endogenous), the range

of values of income di¤erential where optimal size of nations is not increasing
in the percentage of poor is larger as percentage of poor increases.

Formally:

@s(�; k)

@�
R 0

@s

@�0
� 0 8k 2

�
1; k0

�
@s

@�00
� 0 8k 2

�
1; k00

�
With k0 < k00 as �0 < �00

Proof. s in (6) increases together with  (�; k);
if @ =@� R 0, then @s=@� R 0

PROPOSITION 2
If both public good provision and size are endogenous and

jointly determined, optimal size of nations does not depend upon
income inequality.8

8 In our model poor and rich get the same utility from public good provision. We
calculated the optimal solution in case of utilities depending on incomes; in such a case
optimal size would depend upon income inequality.
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Formally:

sE� =
4� (1� �)
a (2� �) (7)

Proof. Let�s consider (6) and the budget constraint (2).
If we substitute the budget constraint in the derivative of the Social

Welfare Function of the median agent with respect to size we obtain:

t = s
2��
1+�

�
a

4 (1� �)

� 1
1+�

�
1

 

� 1
1+�

= 	(s)

If we derive the Social Welfare Function of the median agent with respect
to public good provision we obtain:

g = s
2

1+�

�
�� as

4

� 1
1+�

�
1

 

� 1
1+�

If we substitute the budget constraint in it we obtain:

t = s
1��
1+�

�
�� as

4

� 1
1+�

�
1

 

� 1
1+�

= �(s)

Now we can equal 	(s) and �(s) to derive the optimal size if both size
and public good provision are endogenously and jointly determined:

	(s) = �(s)

and we obtain:

s =
4� (1� �)
a(2� �)

which is the same result of Etro [16].

PROPOSITION 3
If both public good provision and size are endogenous and

jointly determined, optimal amount of public good decreases as
income inequality increases9.

9 In our model the social planner gives the same weight to every income class. We
calculated the optimal solution in case of di¤erent weights to di¤erent income classes: the
more the weight given to poor is greater than the weight given to rich, the more it would
be optimal to raise public expenditure.
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Formally:

gE� = 2
4

1+�

�
�

2� �

� 3
1+�

�
1� �
a

� 2
1+�

�
1

 (�; k)

� 1
1+�

(8)

As we pointed out in the discussion on Proposition 1, if inequality in-
creases, it would be optimal to lower tax. Given the budget constraint,
the social planner increases size and/or lowers the provision of public good.
If size increases, heterogeneity of preferences on public good provision in-
creases. On the other hand, if public good provision lowers, tax rate and
tax distortion lower, and heterogeneity of preferences on public good does
not increase. The interpretation of this result is di¢ cult; the literature gives
us controversial interpretation, both in theoretical and empirical analysis.

Proof. If we consider (7), which is independent from income di¤erential,
we can substitute it in the derivative of the Social Welfare Function of the
median agents with respect to public good provision, so we have:

g =

�
4� (1� �)
a(2� �)

� 2
1+�

0@�� a 4�(1��)a(2��)
4

1A 1
1+� �

1

 

� 1
1+�

and after algebraic manipulation we obtain:

g = 2
4

1+�

�
�

2� �

� 3
1+�

�
1� �
a

� 2
1+�

�
1

 

� 1
1+�

COROLLARY 3.1
If both public good provision and size are endogenous and jointly de-

termined, optimal provision of public good decreases as income di¤erential
between rich and poor increases.

Formally:

@g(�; k)

@k
< 0

Proof. g in (8) decreases as  (�; k) increases;
if @ =@k > 0, then @g=@k < 0
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COROLLARY 3.2
If both public good provision and size are endogenous and jointly deter-

mined, the range of values of income di¤erential where the optimal provision
of public good is not increasing in the percentage of poor is larger as per-
centage of poor increases

Formally:

@g(�; k)

@a
R 0

@g

@�0
� 0 8k 2

�
1; k0

�
@g

@�00
� 0 8k 2

�
1; k00

�
With k0 < k00 as �0 < �00

Proof. g in (8) decreases as  (�; k) increases;
if @ =@� R 0, then @g=@� R 0

3.2 Theoretical analysis and empirical analysis

As in Etro [16], optimal size of nations is decreasing in costs of heterogeneity
and in non substitutability between public and private goods, while it is
increasing in absolute utility from public good.

Our Proposition 3 shows that if inequality increases, it is optimal to
lower public expenditure.

This result is in contrast with the one of the model developed by Persson
and Tabellini [21][22]; in their model, the tax rate (with a proportional
taxation scheme) increases as income polarization increases10. An important
remark need to be made: we focus on optimum, through the vision of a
social planner maximizing world�s welfare; Persson and Tabellini are looking
for the tax rate which maximizes the utility of the median agent (median
in terms of income, while we consider the median in terms of geographic
location), whose position is the winning one in an election with majority
rule. Notwithstanding these di¤erent approaches, either in the analysis of
Persson and Tabellini an increase in the distortion from taxation (due to an
increase in income inequality in our model), leads to a smaller redistribution
in equilibrium (a smaller public expenditure).

10Persson and Tabellini measured income polarization through the median distance from
the median; the more median and average income di¤er, the more income distribution is
polarized.
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Even the results of the empirical studies on the e¤ects of income inequal-
ity on public expenditure are controversial and not easy to interpret. In the
econometric analysis by Alesina, Baqir and Easterly [5], income inequality
(measured through mean/median income ratio) has negative e¤ect on per
capita education spending11, and this empirical result seems similar to the
theoretic one of our Proposition 3. More useful to comment our �ndings
is the paper by Lindert [19]12, whose results on the relationship between
income inequality and public expenditure depend upon the way to measure
the �rst variable. Lindert distinguishes between (i) natural logarithm of
the ratio between the �rst and the third income quintiles, named "upper
income gap" and (ii) natural logarithm of the ratio between the third and
the �fth income quintiles, named "lower income gap"; income inequality
is then (i) plus (ii), while income skewness is (i) minus (ii)13. Following
these de�nitions of the variables, the econometric analysis by Lindert shows
contrasting results. An increase in income skewness leads to more social
public expenditure and lowers non-social public expenditure; on the other
hand, an increase in income inequality lowers total public expenditure as
share of GDP. The anti-spending e¤ect of greater income inequality is in
contrast with theories predicting that greater income inequality raises pub-
lic expenditure, like Persson and Tabellini [21][22], while is coherent with
our Proposition 3. Other analysis, like the one of Perotti [20], obtained neg-
ative results trying to relate income inequality to government transfers: the
problem was the non comparability of di¤erent data sets. Finally, we have
to note how the variable used in many writing on "inequality and growth",
is not income inequality but income skewness, approximated by the ratio of
the mean to the median income; Saint-Paul and Verdier [23] agreed that an
higher mean/median income ratio raises redistribution.

After this discussion, it is possible to note that in most countries transfers
rose more quickly during the 1960s and the 1970s, when income inequality
was generally declining; in contrast, during the 1980s and the 1990s, in-
equality started to increase and government transfers rose less quickly with
respect to the previous period. We cannot conclude that our theory is valid
following these consideration, and the causality relation between income in-
equality and public expenditure remains unknown.

11The analysis of Alesina, Baqir and Easterly refers generally to education spending,
not to public spending.
12This paper is an econometric analysis of the determinants of public spending in 19

OECD countries from 1960 to 1992.
13The behavior of Lindert�s inequality index with respect to the parameters of the

distribution is similar to the one of our inequality index  .
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Trying to check the correlation between income inequality and public
expenditure worldwide, we have analyzed comparative data on population,
Gini Index, total public expenditure as share of GDP and priorities (educa-
tion, health and defense) in public expenditure as share of GDP14.

Consider again our Proposition 3 (public good provision is endogenous
and changes with inequality): if we want to check the negative correla-
tion between income inequality and public expenditure, we need that public
expenditure decreases as income inequality, measured through Gini Index,
increases. This correlation would be coherent with our analysis. We decided
to use the variable on public expenditure on education, health and defense,
where direct transfers and subsidies are not (should not be) included. To
control the robustness of this correlation in 87 countries, we checked it in
di¤erent subsamples: (i) OECD countries (ii) OECD countries excluding
Mexico (iii) EU countries (iv) countries with at least 5 millions of inhabi-
tants; in all our subsamples a negative correlation between Gini Index and
public expenditure on priorities exists.
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Figure 3: Gini Index & Public Expenditure (>5mlns.)

After our analysis, we are not able to explain the causal e¤ect between

14The sources of our data set are: Human Development Report of the United Nations
(2005) for population; World Bank (2004, 2005) for Gini Index, total public expenditure
and public expenditure on health; Unesco (2005) for public expenditure on education
and Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (2005) for public expenditure on
defense.
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income inequality and public expenditure (if exists)15; on the other hand, we
can say that in real world, if income inequality increase, public expenditure
as share of GDP is not supposed to increase as a consequence, ceteris paribus.

As we pointed out in the introduction, another article dealing with the
introduction of income di¤erences in the analysis of models of political ge-
ography is the one by Bolton and Roland [12], but the di¤erences between
our assumptions and the ones on the basis of their analysis do not allow a
direct comparison of the main �ndings: their paper shows a link between
income heterogeneity between regions and incentives to secede; our Propo-
sition 1 (where size is endogenous while public good provision is exogenous)
shows how size increases together with income inequality within a country.
These results seem contrasting, but they are not: in our model we cannot
consider the case of di¤erences in income levels between regions or coun-
tries, given our assumption on the distribution of population; on the other
hand, Bolton and Roland consider cases where, within a country, a region
is poor and another is rich; indeed, after these considerations, the results
seem coherent: consider the case of no income di¤erences between regions,
with income di¤erences only within regions: if income inequality increases,
in Bolton and Roland incentives to secede do not increase and in our paper
the optimal size of nation does not decrease.

4 Stable solution

In a country of size s, the favorite public good provision for agent i is:

ĝi = argmax

(
g1��

1� � (�� ali) + yi �
1

2

�
g

s

�2)
= s

2
1+� (�� ali)

1
1+�

Given our assumptions, median voter theorem implies that the provision
of public good preferred by the median agent is the optimal choice for every
country size.

We have to weight the favorite public good provision for poor and rich
through income distribution to obtain the provision of public good which is
the median agent�s preferred choice. The result is given by the derivative
of the Social Welfare Function of the median agents with respect to public
good provision:

15An econometric analysis with control variables and time series data is needed to check
the causal e¤ect.
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ĝm =

�
s2

 (�; k)

�
�� as

4

�� 1
1+�

(9)

In this model there are income di¤erences, so we have to consider one
case for every category of agents; the case of poor agents, and the case of
rich ones.

4.1 Stability conditions for poor and rich agents

To obtain the stability conditions for poor and rich agents we have to con-
sider the expected utilities of the poor agent and the rich one living at
country borders16 and then substitute the median agent�s preferred public
good provision in their expected utilities:

VP (s=2) =

�
s2

 (�; k)

�
�� as

4

�� 1��1+�

�
�� a s2
1� � � 1

2�(�; k)

�
�� as

4

��
+ y (10)

VR(s=2) =

�
s2

 (�; k)

�
�� as

4

�� 1��1+�

�
�� a s2
1� � � 1

2�(�; k)

�
�� as

4

��
+ ky (11)

Note that:

� = �+ (1� �) k2 2 (1;+1)

is average tax distortion in the model, given income distribution. It is
increasing in income di¤erential and decreasing in percentage of poor.

On the other hand,

� = �=k2 2 (0; 1)

is average tax distortion in the model divided by income di¤erential
squared, given income distribution. It is decreasing both in the income dif-
ferential and percentage of poor.
16 If stability holds for citizens living at country borders, a fortiori it holds for citizens

living closer to the government.
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To get a stable solution, the two following conditions have to hold both
for poor and rich agents:

Condition 1
Status quo has to be preferred to anarchy, so the disutility from taxation

cannot be superior to the utility from public good provision.
Formally:

VP (s=2) � y VR(s=2) � ky

Condition 2
Utility has to be decreasing in size, so it has to be preferred to join the

little country instead of the big one but not vice versa
Formally:

@VP (s=2)=@s � 0 @VR(s=2)=@s � 0
After some algebra, the sets of stable equilibria satisfying the two sta-

bility conditions for poor and rich agents are:

IP (�; �; k; �) IR (�; �; k; �)

Every stable size depends upon income distribution and it is not decreas-
ing in � (for poor) and in � (for rich).

Every size satisfying stability conditions for poor is smaller than the op-
timal, while a stable size satisfying stability conditions for rich can be either
smaller or greater than the optimal; it depends upon income inequalities
and substitutability between public and private goods17.

4.2 Existence of a stable solution

Di¤erent people living di¤erent situations have heterogeneous preferences
on the size of nation which satis�es their stability conditions. In particular,
a stable solution can exist only if the stable size is smaller than the optimal
both for poor and rich agents.

Formally, a stable solution exists if 2� + � > 1 and IP \ IR 6= ;.
In our model (if 2�+� > 1 holds) we havemin IP > min IR andmax IP >

max IR, then IP \ IR is a non empty set if:

max IR (�; �; k; �) > min IP (�; �; k; �) (12)

17For rich agents, we have stable size smaller than the optimal if 2�+ � > 1, stable size
greater than the optimal if 4� + � < 1, no stable solutions otherwise.
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After algebraic manipulation, we can rewrite (12) as:

f (�; k; �) > 0

After tedious algebra, we �nd the conditions for the existence of stable
solutions in the model.

PROPOSITION 4
If 2� + � > 1 holds, stable equilibria (with size smaller than

the optimal) exist if the value of income di¤erential is between 1
and 1:21 ;if income di¤erential is greater than 1:21 the existence of
stable equilibria depend upon the values of �, k, �.

Formally:
If 2�+� > 1 holds, IP \IR 6= ; 8� 2 (0:5; 1) 8� 2 (0; 1), k 2 (1; 1:21]

4.3 Income inequalities and instability

Optimal size does not depend upon income distribution; stable size depends
upon it.

For poor, we have that every stable size is inferior to the optimal so-
lution. Furthermore, we see that for poor agents size increases as income
di¤erential increases; in such a case poor could have more pro-capita pub-
lic good in a greater country because of a multiplicative e¤ect: if income
di¤erential increases and size of country doubles, then tax revenue (and the
public good provision) is more than doubled; as a consequence, their favorite
stable size increases. The e¤ect of an increase of the percentage of poor is
opposite: in such a case, poor would have to pay more to get the same
public good provision; as a consequence, they would prefer less public good
provision and less distance from the government in a smaller country (not
to have to share public goods with many other people).

Di¤erent is the case of rich agents; if income di¤erential or the percentage
of poor increase, the e¤ect for rich is always the same: they have to pay more
taxes, and if they pay more taxes they prefer a smaller country to join more
bene�ts from the public goods they have paid for. The di¤erence with the
case of poor is clear: if income di¤erential increases, poor pay less taxes, so
they prefer greater countries with more public good provision paid by rich.

The most important result of our analysis of stability is that every sta-
ble size for poor is smaller than the optimal, while a stable size for rich can
be either smaller or greater, and this depends upon income distribution (in
particular, it depends upon income di¤erential). As income di¤erential in-
creases, stable size for poor increases (and tends to the optimal solution); on
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the other hand, stable size for rich decreases: the more income di¤erential
is high the more the preferences of rich and poor are di¤erent and the possi-
bility of the non existence of a stable solution increases18. In extreme cases
(where income di¤erential is "high enough" and/or 2�+� � 1) a stable solu-
tion cannot exist, as preferences of rich and poor are irreconcilable19. What
solutions in such a case? Lowers inequality through redistribution? It is not
easy to answer this question; from our model, a link between inequality and
instability emerges20.

Let�s look at the analysis by Haimanko, Le Breton and Weber [18]. They
develop a model to study how governments can prevent secession threats
through redistribution; in particular, transfers are needed in case of high
degree of polarization of individuals�location21, given that secessions happen
without transfers. In their model geographical and preference dimensions
coincide (exactly as in Alesina and Spolaore [3]). Our model is di¤erent as we
focus on income inequalities within an uniformly distributed population. In
spite of this di¤erence, we can consider the degree of population polarization,
as measured by them, instead of the degree of income inequality we measure
through the index  . Following these arguments, a comparison is possible:
the main result of Haimanko, Le Breton and Weber is that e¢ ciency, if
population polarization is "high enough", does not imply stability without
redistribution, and redistribution is needed to prevent secession threats, so
the e¢ cient size is greater than the stable one. In our model, with population
continuously and uniformly distributed, redistribution is not possible22, so
optimal size is greater than the stable one and higher income inequality leads
to instability. The results seem similar, even with di¤erent assumptions on
distribution of population and incomes.

There are di¤erent empirical works on the link between income distri-

18 Is it possible to see it through mathematical simulations; in general, the higher k, the
smaller the range of � and � that satis�es IP \ IR 6= 0.
19Remember that any increase in the income di¤erential increases tax distorsion (and

lowers � as a consequence).
20Note that we have to consider also the e¤ect of the substitutability between public and

private goods on existence or non existence of a stable solution. Given that 2� + � > 1 is
a necessary condition for the existence of a stable solution, it follows that the more public
and private goods are subtitutable (the lower �), the more a country is expected to be
unstable, given income distribution.
21For Haimanko, Le Breton and Weber [18] there is polarization in case of intra-group

homogeneity and inter-group heterogeneity (this de�nition follows Esteban and Ray [15]).
Formally, the index of polarization adopted is the median distance to the median (as in
Persson and Tabellini [21][22]). Note that in [18] incomes are not considered.
22Alesina and Spolaore [3] proved that in their model a redistribution scheme cannot

be implemented (page 1054-1055).
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bution and political instability. The econometric analysis by Alesina and
Perotti [2] on 71 countries between 1960 and 1985 shows that political sta-
bility is enhanced by the presence of a wealthy middle class: the more the
share of total income of the third and fourth quintiles of the population
is low, the more a country is expected to be politically instable. Alesina
and Perotti focuses on causal relationship, but, as noted by Acemoglu and
Robinson [1], in many cases the existing literature on this topic is contra-
dictory and focuses on correlations instead of causal relationship, then it is
not useful for scienti�c purposes.

5 Conclusion

The introduction of income inequalities in the model by Alesina and Spolaore
[3] developed by Etro [16] has di¤erent policy implications.

If we refer to the optimal solution, our model shows how, given an in-
crease in income inequality, the social planner should lower public expendi-
ture, in order to get the �rst best solution. Our result is coherent with the
results of the econometric analysis by Lindert [19].

If we refer to the stable solution, our model shows how income inequality
increases instability, as in the econometric analysis by Alesina and Perotti
[2].

From the point of view of a politician, two "worlds" seems to be possible:
on one hand, stable countries with less income inequalities and more public
expenditure; on the other hand, less stable countries with more income
inequalities and less public expenditure. A con�ict between these solutions
emerges whenever an election take place, even if the distinction between the
two positions seems sometimes not so clear as it was in the past23.

In the very end of the paper, some ideas for further developments within
this �eld of research: to assume that world population and/or incomes are
not uniformly distributed; to assume that agents are mobile; to consider the
existence of more than one public good in order to distinguish between sub-
stitutable and non substitutable goods; to develop an econometric analysis
to check the causal e¤ect between income inequality and public expenditure
either in recent years24.

23 In some countries (UK for example), the positions of the two main parties seem closer
than in the past; in other countries (USA and Italy for example) political polarization
seems to be increasing.
24Details on our calculations on: introduction of a progressive taxation scheme, intro-

duction of di¤erences in agents utility from public good provision and comparisons between
inequality indices ( , Gini and Lindert�s Index) are available on request.
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Appendix

Social Planner Solution with mean-preserving spreads

As we pointed out in the introduction, the question of mean-preserving
spreads versus non mean-preserving spreads is important in order to iden-
tify clearly income e¤ects. Does something changes if we consider mean-
preserving spreads?

Let�s consider a distribution with �xed average income �y. A percentage
� 2 (0:5; 1) of the population transfer a fraction of its (uniformly distributed)
income to the remaining part of the population.

In particular the income of the agents would be:

yP = �y (1� )

if they belong to group �, and

yR = �y

�
1 +

�

1� �

�
if they belong to group 1� �.
Given this way to model mean-preserving spreads, (4) becomes:

max
g�0; s2[0;1]

W (g; s) =
g1��

1� �

�
�� as

4

�
+ �y � 1

2

�
g

s

�2
' (�; )

where:

' (�; ) := 1 +
�2

1� �
is our mean-preserving inequality index.
In such a case, changes in the parameters � and  won�t a¤ect average

income.
Let us di¤erentiate our index of income inequality with respect to the

variables it depends upon.

@'

@
=
2�

1� � > 0

@'

@�
=

2

(1� �)2
> 0

If we consider mean-preserving spreads, inequality increases together
with the percentage of poor and the amount of the regressive transfer.
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Let us consider now the similarities and the di¤erences in the results for
the optimal solution of our model when both size and public good provision
are endogenously determined, as in Proposition 3 (pages 13-15).

If we focus on , its behavior is the same of k in our model with non
mean-preserving spreads: both  and k measure the income di¤erential
between rich and poor in our two-spike distribution. As a consequence,
it emerges how there are no di¤erences between mean preserving and non
mean-preserving spreads: income di¤erential between rich and poor raises
inequality and lowers public expenditure in the optimal solution.

If we focus on �, we see that the ambiguity of the derivative in our
original model depends upon income e¤ects; in case of mean preserving
spreads it is always optimal to lower public expenditure following an increase
in the percentage of poor.
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